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1. INTRODUCTION

It is known that the development and widespread of the Internet and other communications media required more information system security professionals. In this context, in (Bishop, 1993) there are explained the standviews acting in this field and requirements of major players.

Universities need educators who can communicate underlying theory to students in order to have them prepared to apply design principles to security mechanisms.

Companies need immediate support in protecting their investments in people, products, equipment. Government needs professionals to design tools to protect national economic and defense infrastructures from cyber terrorists (Yurcik, 2000).

The present situation in the companies is difficult and cumbersome. To help fend off spam and viruses, identity theft and corporate sabotage, IT managers need to train company employees to protect themselves and the corporate network. But, constant budget cuts and staff shortages are making it difficult for IT managers to focus on anything beyond putting out daily fires and staying current with software updates, patches and security alerts.

In a recent survey it was estimated that 90 percent of IT managers did not provide any employee training on how to manage spam and junk mail; this important conclusion was mentioned in a report of SurfControl Plc, a Web and email filtering company based in Scotts Valley, Calif. (Gaudin, 2003).

"It's not just up to the IT people to keep the network secure anymore," comments Susan Larson, vice president of global product content at SurfControl company. "If employees don't understand how they can help, they become part of the problem," added Larson (Gaudin, 2003). "Employees are ultimately critical. It's not just 'my mailbox'. Multiply that by 10,000 users. Obviously, they shouldn't be answering spam. They shouldn't be using Outlook's Preview page because that sends tracking information back. There's a lot to it", considered Larson (SurfControl)

Tony Magallanez, a systems engineer at F-Secure, Inc., a data security and anti-virus company (Gaudin, 2003), appreciates that training can't be a one-time proposition. He says that security awareness needs to be part of new employee orientation and that training sessions for all employees should be held periodically. Furthermore, email alerts to end users, keeping them updated about the threat of new viruses, spam tactics and hoaxes, are, strongly recommended.

One solution to face such critical requirements is to propose information system security approaches based on previous work and “best practices” of teaching information system security both for
Universities and for companies. Virtual learning environments offer flexible means to such approaches being independent of time and place. It is known that through the development of virtual learning environments, particularly Web-based ones, the potential of the Internet and other media can be better used to support teaching and learning having the learner as focus.

Information system security teaching is very complex and cumbersome because of the wide range of domains involved: computer architecture, criminology/law, cryptography, database, human-computer interaction, information retrieval, information theory, management/business, mathematics, military science, mobile computing, networks, operating systems, philosophy/ethics, programming languages, software engineering, statistics/probability, and web programming (Spafford, 1998).

This paper synthesizes past and current approaches on teaching information system security (Section 2) and gives some examples of such approaches developed within the European Project “ViReC e-Initiative” in the framework of the European programme MINERVA.

2. PREVIOUS AND EXISTING APPROACHES

Many authors like Neugent (1982), Highland (1982), Higgins (1989), Spillman (1992), Arsennault and White (1991), justify the need for the teaching of information system security and describe course specifications, including instructional materials, like textbooks, laboratory works, individual study guides etc. The courses proposed so far were survey courses or introductory courses, which provided only orientation and guidelines in the field, but not the technical in depth approaches, thorough, needed for professional specialization.

Higher level approaches have been developed by Cook (1985) and later by, Irvine et al. (1998). They underlined that information system security should be integrated into the entire curriculum. In fact, Bishop states, “Computer Security is not merely a technical subject, but requires a broad knowledge of the practice of engineering and organization, psychology, history, philosophy/ethics, and other humanistic fields.”

Irvine et al. (1998) showed that, ideally, textbooks, course materials, and hands-on laboratory exercises should have information security subject integrated into appropriate topics across the entire curriculum rather than being treated separately.

The traditional lecturing (passive) approach dominates the current teaching of information system security. Bishop (1993) underlay some of the basic types within traditional lecture: a survey breadth course, a cryptography course focused on mathematical foundations; and a systems course translating theory into real systems.

Students use this material in different learning styles and, from examples, students can chose their adjust as well own pace (repeating the examples covered in class).

Teachers report that students are attracted in such form of courses, more in analyzing computer programs devised for problems than on theoretical topics. Therefore at this level, informal explanations dominate over formal mathematical proofs and the students like running examples of computer applications security.

One critical point is that within traditional lecture approaches students may become too passive and not actively attempt to understand difficult material.

Another form of teaching is tutorial. There are many definitions of tutorials.

We use the tutorial approach as a “step by step” teaching and explanation, based on examples to be utilized also as self-learning by people who would like to learn and get experience quickly in a specific domain.

The goal of these approaches is often certification in different specialties. The certified information systems security professional (CISSP) is the most respected in the field of computer/network security and many resources related to the test are available online.

Tutorial essays on most security topics can be found on the www by using a search engine. Obtaining original information from leading experts is often worth the hassle and delay factor compared to misinformation from potentially untrusted sources.

In many universities it is used the Research/Teaching Approach. It is important for students to remain attuned to information system security research so that they would be able to incorporate the latest techniques into their future products and processes. While it is the goal of most university-level educational programs to benefit from the synergy of research and teaching, in the area of information systems education this is difficult due to the level of complexity in specialized security research. Lindskog et al. (1999) related about a course that incorporates both research and education on three different types of laboratory research projects: intrusion experiments, intrusion analysis and remediation, and intrusion detection.

Empirical surveys ascertained that students were motivated by this research connection to learning
Another approach corresponds to Laboratory methodology.

Traditionally, the laboratory has been an integral component of engineering education for relating fundamental concepts to basic real-world phenomena (Gaudin, 2003). Conducted largely within the confines of the lecture-classroom format, the laboratory involves the use of largely pre-determined or recipe-like experiments that simulate basic phenomena found in real-world situations. Unfortunately, the lecture-classroom-laboratory system has its flaws or demanding requirements: time-space dislocations of what is taught, what is explained and learned, and what is practised and internalised, as well as the need for large amounts of space and complicated logistics to create and maintain an appropriate learning environment.

A real network security laboratory requires specific requirements: (1) all components of the laboratory connected to a single router; (2) the router’s gateway is through a proxy firewall server. Students can access the laboratory remotely only by logging into the firewall. There is a problem with this approach in that significant resources are required to build and maintain an isolated network security laboratory with a mix of operating systems at different levels of security.

Virtual laboratories seem to be preferable to real laboratories due to some reasons like:

- The learning procedure through real laboratories puts students’ life in jeopardy.
- Some experiments cannot be performed due to time constraints or hazards.
- The cost to set up or to preserve/maintain a real laboratory is prohibitive.
- There are experiments that can be simulated only in computers.

Among the benefits of virtual laboratories, the following are particularly important:

- Resource sharing becomes a reality, improving the utilization of costly equipment.
- Access to educational and research materials is facilitated for both students and professionals.
- Scientific investigation standards are established in areas where practical experimentation is a required part of research.
- Reduction in travel time leads to productivity enhancements.

In addition, the virtual laboratory has the potential to be an e-Learning and e-Training hosting infrastructure that can align with the needs and practice of curricula programmes and industrial attachment scenarios. In order to be efficient, the necessary architecture and key details that will allow developing the virtual laboratory as a computer environment that can support different kinds of experiments and analytical requirements over the Internet have to be found. The aim is to make the virtual laboratory a reasonably extensible and reusable platform that can be used collaboratively by large groups of students through a distance-learning format, thereby overcoming several weaknesses of the conventional laboratory-based educational system.

3. EXAMPLES

Our example refers to the project ”ViReC e-Initiative” – University Virtual Resource Centre based on a DLE (Distributed Learning Environment) – which represents an European dimension attempt for applying collaborative distance learning environments in higher education institutions. The project was financed by European Commission within Socrates-Minerva programme. The partnership incorporates several universities and research institutions from four countries: Romania, Germany, Ireland and Greece. The major background for this application is represented by an initial experience approached by one of the partners – Fachhochschule Regensburg – consisting in setting up the Bavarian Virtual University, where an important contribution belongs to the teaching staff from the University of Craiova (Romania).

The benefits of the Distributed Learning Environment (fig.1) consist of:

- project-based learning in an information-rich, tool-rich environment;
- collaborative learning when communication can be synchronous and asynchronous;
- learning in places and at times of students’ choosing;
- learning marked by continuous improvement of a piece of work;
- improved student-faculty and student-student interaction, including an enhanced feedback.

![Fig.1 Distributed Learning Environment](image-url)
The main goal had in view during the development of the distributed learning environment was to obtain the following advantages:

**Student-centered, collaborative learning environment.** Many of the distributed learning models implemented on the WWW emphasize a student-centered environment and encourage greater collaboration among students. Emphasis is placed on interactive problem-solving; the teacher is not just an expert, but increasingly takes the role of the facilitator.

**Convenience.** Teaching and learning are not confined by space or time. Students and faculty can access the virtual classroom from their home or office. This is increasingly important to many institutions interested in drawing non-traditional students into their programs.

**Ease of use.** WWW navigation software (such as Netscape Navigator or Mosaic) nicely integrates access to all types of Internet resources in one easy-to-use interface. Both faculty and students can quickly and easily learn to use this software to navigate the Web, access course materials, post homework assignments, and communicate with colleagues.

**Development is relatively quick and easy.** Developing instructional materials for the WWW is surprisingly easy and can be done relatively quickly. The skill level of faculty who are using the WWW for instruction ranges from novice to sophisticated. Many faculties create their own very sophisticated WWW pages using HTML, the HyperText Markup Language, that underlies WWW hypertext programming and linking. At some institutions, programmers develop the basic design of a system, and faculty need only have basic e-mail and WWW navigation skills to enter assignments and communicate with students.

**Resources are readily available.** The profusion of readily available source materials on the WWW is ideal for education and research. The true beauty of the WWW lies in the ease with which one can create a hyperlink to existing information, allowing to take advantage of the expertise and creativity of others without having to "reinvent the wheel." In addition, "human resources" are often readily accessible on the Internet -- allowing to enhance the virtual classroom with the introduction of guest speakers and content experts into chat areas or discussion groups.

**Updating and disseminating information is easy.** Unlike printed resources, once materials have been posted to the WWW, information is easily updated and disseminated. The convenience and cost advantages of publishing information in this digital format should be obvious.

**Easy standardized access.** The software for accessing the Internet is easily obtained either by downloading directly from the Internet or by shopping in computer stores and bookstores. This easy access allows distance learners to readily access course materials from their home or office computer. And because the Internet is based on standard communications protocols, the students accessing the Internet in Craiova will be able to access the same resources as the students in Duisburg, Regensburg and Limerick.

Among several remarkable foreseen outputs, the creation of virtual laboratories (fig.2) crossed with some real equipment, represents a challenging achievement.

![Fig.2 Example of virtual laboratories](image)

The partners were involved in individual developments concerned with some envisaged outputs planned as tutorials and exercises for remote labs in the fields of Network Security, Network Management, Computer Architecture and Database Systems.

The tutorial on network security covers security technologies that can apply to the computer networks. Students have to learn how to protect their application exposed to the Internet, most common ways to attack a web site and the appropriate countermeasures. A methodology to design and realize secure network services is also presented. Privacy, e-commerce, hardening, intrusion detection and cryptography are covered to give a global overview to the students of the risks of having a network connection and the techniques to defend it. Security and privacy implications of new generation of Web platforms and XML based web services are analyzed and discussed. The tutorial benefits of a high quality implementation based on multimedia technology and a flexible navigation system (fig.3).
The main goal of the “Network Security” laboratories is to acknowledge users about network security risks as well as to provide them a reliable set of solutions to avoid these risks. The platform on which the portal is developed is a Linux platform. Linux was chosen because it is a robust secure operating system with respect to attack risks and threats over the Internet.

We used virtual machines as a proper solution for simulating network threats and attacks. A Web interface provides each user of the application with a SSH (secure shell) console corresponding to a virtual machine (fig.4). Each virtual machine is designed with vulnerabilities to network attacks or services that are not configured (e.g. Apache server without authentication) and the user should discover and treat these vulnerabilities or configure the services.
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